
LESSON PLAN

Teacher: Lidija Miklošević

Subject: English language
Class: 4.c Lesson: 23. Date: 23rd November 2017
TOPIC UNIT 4: FOOD

Lesson 16: 
Dinner at the Coopers'

Presentation Integration with other
subjects

Sience, EAC-Festivals

Culture - Thanksgiving

Oblici rada:
Direct teaching,

individualistic, pair work,
collaborative, integrated

Teaching approaches and 
methods:

listening, talking, reading, guessing, writing, describing, 
reciting, connecting, paraphrasing, translation

Objectives: Pupils will learn the names for food and vocabulary related to
Thanksgiving.

AIMS
(Learning goals,  
Functional objectives, 
Educational objectives)

 learn a new vocabulary (party decorations, delicious, 
roast turkey ...)

 learn the names of cutlery and new collocations
 Introduce 1st Persons plural of the Present Simple
 paraphrase simple phrases and single words
 develop an awareness of cross-cultural similarities and

differences
Materials 
needed/resources: blackboard, chalk, computer, presentation with photographs

Literature:  
Dip in 4, Suzana Ban i Dubravka Blažić, 4th                     
(Textbook, Workbook, Teacher's book, CD )

PROCEDURE
INTRODUCTION (10 min)
            *  introduce new vocabulary, explain the concept of Thanksgiving
MAIN PART ( 30 min)
           * Exercise 1, B p.72, practising a new vocabulary - students put together English words  
              and their meanings in Croatian.
             * Exercise 2, CB p.72, students listen to new a text and look the images.
                Then they listen the text again and follow it by roles. 
            * Exercise 3, CB p.74, pupils ask and answer orally (using the text)
            * this text will be a role-play exercise
            * Exercise 3, CB p.74, students will work individually to solve by filling the gaps, 
               and lately we'll check teir work
ENDING/ CLOSURE ( 5min)
            * Exercise 6, CB p.74, flash cards will be used (the cutlery) for students to  
               write the numbers and draw the missing objects.  
HOMEWORK
            * Practice Exercise 1, CB p.57,  students will correct mistakes in the sentences and 
               practise collocations. 

BLACKBOARD:

                                      Thanksgiving dinner: Pumpkin pie, Turkey, Sweet potato, Corn


